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Bilby update

Mankarr survey results

As part of the monitoring design, ranger teams 
identified likely mankarr habitat and set-up 
permanent survey sites in these areas (called 
monitoring zones). In 2018, mankarr signs were 
found at 80% of the monitoring sites. 

At some sites, rangers measured the length of 
track-gait to work out the age class of the mankarr. 
In most cases, large mankarr – most probably 
adult males – were measured. Some medium sized 
mankarr tracks – which were either females or 
small males – were found too. Encouragingly, 25% 
of tracks that were measured were found to be 
juvenile size.

KJ ranger teams have been carrying out  
mankarr (bilby) surveys as part of the  
mankarr monitoring project. This work,  
over time, will monitor population size,  
distribution and assess habitat health.  
 
 
Establishing the baseline data  

In 2017, four ranger teams carried out 30 surveys as part of 
trialling and refining the Martu mankarr research method.  
In 2018, the new mankarr research method was used by 
Punmu and Parnngurr rangers to survey 42 sites. A total of 
187 ranger hours were used to survey for mankarr by the four 
communities across these two years.

Predators and feral animals

Findings show that:

• feral cats, dingoes and camels are common

• mankarr are still found at sites where there are 
signs of cats, foxes and dingoes

• fox signs were not common (only at 10 sites); 
but 

• signs of both foxes and mankarr were found at 
six sites.

 
Other feral animals were found by some ranger 
teams: 

• rabbits were only found near Punmu 

• cattle, horses and donkey signs were found 
near Jigalong; and

• a few donkey tracks were recorded at sites 
near Parnngurr.  A feral cat (top) and fox (bottom) caught on motion sensor cameras.

A mankarr caught on motion sensor cameras.

Figure 1: Mankarr survey results.
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Figure 2: Age classes identified 
from track length.
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Fire histories at survey sites

There was a variety of fire histories across the sites that 
were surveyed. All fire age classes were found during 
surveys from fresh burns to dense old spinifex, and many 
of the sites had more than one fire age class, meaning that 
patchy burning had occurred.

Mosaic burning is part of the traditional hunting and 
management methods Indigenous peoples have been 
applying for many thousands of years that suits the mankarr 
quite well, as it leaves them areas to hide from predators 
while creating food resources in newly burned areas. 

Nyurnma  
(fresh burn)

Waru-waru 
(fresh shoots)

Nyurkura  
(mature herbs 
small spinifex) 

Dense old spinifex

Manguu 
(big spinifex old 
enough to burn)

Looking forward

KJ rangers will continue throughout the year with the ‘mankarr method’ which encourages Martu to keep passing Martu 
expert knowledge onto younger generations – assisting with “keeping country healthy!” 

This project…

This has been a collaborative project between the Traditional Owners – Martu working as part of KJ’s ranger program – 
and researchers from the Uni of Melbourne (supported by the Australian Government’s National Environmental Science 
Program through the Threatened Species Recovery Hub) BHP, The Nature Conservancy, Department of the Prime 
Minister and Cabinet, Parks and Wildlife Services, and Rangelands NRM WA.

KJ rangers surveying mankarr.

KJ rangers surveying mankarr.Mankarr tracks.

Figure 3: Occurrence of fire age classes.
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Digital App Project: a new way 
elders can teach, share and pass on 
knowledge of country

2019 Kalyuku Ninti planning
A Kalyuku Ninti (knowledge of waterholes / return to country) trip is planned for August and KJ is hoping to take families 
through Raarki, Pitu, up to Mukurtu, and then follow the lake chain west and north through Wawul and Tarl areas. 

KJ has attempted to deliver this trip for the families for the past few years, but due to the ground being too wet around 
the lakes after the yalijarra season, plans have had to change. 

Planning for the Kalyuku Ninti trip will be kicking off shortly with reconnaissance trips by the rangers to check the 
condition of the tracks and start to talk to the right families for country.

The development of a digital app for Martu to use on 
country is currently underway! As Martu travel country, 
this app is planned to show the names and locations of 
kalyu (waterholes) and share the stories and histories of 
Martu elders. 

The app is will be a new way elders can teach, share and 
pass on warrarnmili ninti (knowledge of country) for young 
people and future generations.

There have been many conversations so far about the app 
and what is should contain. So far, Martu have discussed 
the importance of young people knowing where their 
country is, how to show respect to country, the families 
that belong to country, knowing country’s stories and 
sharing knowledge about mirrka (plant foods), kuka (meat) 
and waru (fire). 

Digital app consultations on country.

Developing the digital app framework.
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Helicopter Mapping: finally 
finding Jiman and Juntiwa

There are some great success 
stories from the recent chopper 
mapping work. East of Parnngurr, 
Ngamaru Bidu and Alwyn Booth 
found Jiman rock hole. This is a site 
the family has been trying to find 
for many years. This was an exciting 
find for many families who have 
connections to Jiman. The rangers 
will aim to make a track to the rock 
hole so that more Martu can visit 
this very important place. 

From GJ bore on the Canning Stock 
Route, Ngamaru and Edwina Booth 
found Jarnjujarra rock hole, and 
the following day Ngamaru with 
Lindsay Robinson found Jurrarl 
yinta (permanent water) which had 
water in it. There are still many 
waterholes in these areas, and in 
the east around Pitu, that Ngamaru 
wants to find. 

At the Lakehouse (Punmu ranger 
station) there was a lot of wangka 
(talk) around mapping with 
Mulyatingki and Waka, as well as 
Ngarinyjapayi and Minyawu, who 
came especially from Hedland to 
support the mapping and burning 
work. 

Everybody wanted to make the 
most of the elders being here, 
especially the young people, so 
while the helicopter work was 
happening, the rest of the team had 
the chance to record their stories.

Waka and Mulyatingki, with 
Cassandra Nanudie and Damien 
Miller, looked for pujiman places 
near Jarntinti claypan, and up 
towards Japali in the Karlamilyi area 
and ground-truthed Ngatu. Waka, 
Charleston Miller and Ijuwayi (Curtis 

Robinson) looked for pujiman 
water holes to the south and east 
of Razorblade Bore and ground-
truthed and recorded stories for 
some of these sites.  Everybody was 
very happy when Mulyatingki and 
DL (Donna Loxton) found Juntiwa 
rock hole north of Telfer Road – a 
very special place that families have 
wanted to find for a long time. 

This year…

There have been eight more sites 
ground-truthed, 12 recordings 
made with five elders, and 22 Martu 
participating in helicopter mapping. 
There are now lots of new places 
for the rangers, elders and KJ’s 
Country and Culture team to visit 
and look after. 

Rangers and elders have conducted helicopter mapping and waru work out of Parnngurr and 
Punmu. Two very important rock holes were found – Jiman and Juntiwa – as well as having the 
chance to capture elders’ stories.

Clockwise from left:  Mulyatingki and Cassandra Nanudie in the chopper; Damien Miller recording a story from Minyawu;  
Edwina Booth recording Ngamaru at Jarnjujarra; Charleston Miller recording Waka at Wangarru claypan; and Ngamaru Bidu pointing out sites.
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Police join Kunawarritji rangers 
on country

DAY 1 (Tuesday 30 April)

Two police officers from Newman – David Strommer 
and Aaron Doranz – arrived in Kunawarritji from Punmu, 
ready to come out on country for a two-night trip with us. 

We headed north along the Canning Stock Route (CSR) 
to Well 35 (Kinyu). Here, we stopped and took them for 
a walk around the soak. This is an important place for 
Martu.

Next was Well 36 (Kilkil) where we met two tourist 
vehicles. We stopped for a chat and gave them some 
info on the CSR. Abel Yallabah and Lawrence Whyoulter 
checked their permits.

Afterwards we drove to Well 37 (Lipuru) for a look and 
then headed then off to our camping spot for the night. 
It had been nearly seven weeks since we had been to the 
well, so we drove over to inspect the camel carcass which 
was in the well. It was a lot less smelly and pretty much 
skin and bone. 

To get a better look, we decided to give it a poke with 
the shovel instead of jumping in. This was a good move, 
because it was liquid. We made a group decision to let it 
dry out more before attempting to get it out. We placed 
the chain-wire gate over the well opening to prevent any 
more camels falling in and secured it with star pickets.

Then we went back to camp, where we made a fire, set 
up the kitchen and cooked up a chicken curry. The police 
knew a lot of the Martu in Newman, so it was a good yarn 
around the campfire. 

DAY 2 (Wednesday 1 May)

We got an early start, before the flies got too friendly and 
headed back south along the stock route. Halfway to Well 
36 (Kilkil), we detoured north to visit Yuluru Purntajarra 
soak, which had been recently dug up by dingoes and 
water was visible. 

Recently, the Kunawarritji rangers took a couple of Newman police officers out on country. The 
group ventured to soaks, checked tourist permits and visited a number of important sites.  Below 
is the diary entry from the team.

Newman police on country with KJ rangers.
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Just east of Well 36 (Kilkil) we took a side track that took us 
south-west of the CSR, crossing laterite hills. This track took us 
past several rock holes that we’d ground-truthed back in 2016 – 
including Mintikayi and Kiwirlpa. It didn’t look like the track had 
been used since then either, as some of the scrub had grown 
over the track.

We continued travelling, making it to Yurrunguny rock hole 
by late afternoon. This gave us a chance to show the police 
the rock hole which had completely dried up since we had last 
visited back in early March. The remote camera we’d set up 
back then had unfortunately malfunctioned, so there weren’t 
any videos or images to show. 

A top feed of spaghetti bolognese was had for dinner and, once 
again, we all had a good yarn with Aaron and David. We weren’t 
the only ones out that night though, as we heard some dingoes 
around.

Overall, the trip was a good chance to show two of Newman’s 
police officers our country, share stories and build good 
relationships.

At Mintikayi rock hole.

Camp at Lipuru; Abel and Aaron; Temporary gate of Well 37; and Yurunguny camp.
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Fire Training: Going Sky High 

Ngurrara and Kiwirrkurra rangers were also 
involved in the training, which provided 
networking opportunities for the rangers and 
prompted conversations about collaboration on 
fire management across the desert. 

All KJ rangers successfully completed the course, 
meaning they are now accredited IMOs who 
can operate the aerial incendiary machine in an 
aircraft. After successfully completing the theory 
component, the rangers had the opportunity to 
immediately put their new skills into action. 

Each ranger undertook a practice run, flying over 
Martu country, dropping aerial incendiary capsules 
and practicing emergency procedures. For those 
new to the role, the practice runs provided a 
preview of the upcoming fire season when their 
expertise will be put to good use.

With thanks…

The training – organised in conjunction with the 
10 Deserts Project and supported by MetalsX – 
was conducted by the Department of Biodiversity, 
Conservation and Attractions.

In April, KJ rangers gathered at Nifty Mine to undertake Incendiary Machine Operator (IMO) 
training; a critical role in aerial burning operations. 

KJ and Ngurrara rangers in front of the Squirrel helicopter.

Punmu ranger coordinator Bridget Mattingley and Punmu ranger Glenys 
Stewart learn how to use the aerial incendiary machine.
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Working on Wama Wangka: 
Martu Leadership meeting at Roy 
Hill

A major area of focus was decided 
to address social issues, particularly 
alcohol. The group discussed the 
need for more learning workshops 
to be held in Martu communities 
and to be run by Martu. This is 
Martu teaching Martu. 

These workshops will focus on 
areas like governance, how to run 
companies and the criminal justice 
system. 

Looking back at Wama Wangka
In 2018, the Martu Leadership 
group decided that they wanted to 
form a Martu version of Alcoholics 
Anonymous (AA), called Wama 
Wangka (WW). 

The group workshopped how they 
wanted to run WW and decided it 
should be run on Martu country 
and to be based on Martu cultural 
knowledge and identity. 

The first of the WW camps was 
held in March at Punta Wirri and 
involved five participants. The 
group discussed and planned 
activities by asking: 

• what is Wama Wangka

• who will be involved; and 

• where will we go?

The second WW camp was held in 
April. Six participants camped at 
Wikiri and visited many important 
locations along the way. Following 
this trip, the group were buzzing: 

talking about where they’d gone; 
what they had done; and the 
discussions they’d had. 

Their discussions included respect, 
culture, language, country, history 
and family trees – just to name a 
few. They discovered things about 
pujiman ways while they cleaned, 
checked and taught the young 
ones about culture, bush food and 
medicine. 

These trips mark the beginning of 
united Martu action – action that 
will change the drinking story and 
address social challenges. The plan 
is to strengthen personal identity 
and connection to country, partner 
with senior Martu, and create new 
pathways for the next generations.

The Martu Leadership group met for the first gathering of the year – a two-day meeting held at 
Roy Hill Mining Camp in March. This meeting enabled the group to reflect on the work that had 
been done in 2018 and to start planning what they would like to focus on this year. 
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The Kunawarritji rangers travelled to the event in convoy 
with the neighbouring Kiwirrkurra rangers. There were 
plenty of training courses on offer, such as: chainsaw 
training, 4WD-ing, snake catching, fish surveying, side-
by-side (UTV) and skid-steer (bobcat) training, chem 
(chemical) safety, and night parrot surveying. 

Kunawarritji rangers opted for the chainsaw and 
4WD training, each a two-day accredited course 
which included maintenance and safety operation. 
Other highlights of the camp were the nightly ranger 
presentations which focused on the various work 
activities carried out by other ranger groups. 

The final night was a lot of fun with rangers competing in 
a “wok off” to see which group could produce the tastiest 
stir-fry dish. Kunawarritji didn’t walk away with a trophy, 
but with the help of the Kiwirrkurra rangers, they still 
managed to cook up a delicious feed.

Thank you…

A big thank you to the CLC for organising the camp 
and to the Arrente people for hosting the event on their 
country.

Sharing and learning at the  
CLC ranger camp
In April, Kunawarritji rangers had a chance to mix with other central desert ranger groups at 
Central Land Council’s (CLC) Ranger Camp at Glen Helen, NT. 

KJ rangers undertaking chainsaw training, snake handling and cooking at the “wok off”.
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Funders, partners and 
supporters 


